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hen the young Theaetetus was intioduced to Socrates as a lad of
brilliant promise, Socrates said to him that he felt sure he had

thought a great deal. The boy answered, "Oh, nsrr - not that, bu.t at least
he lrad wondered a great deal. "Ah, that shows the lover of wisdom,"
Socrates said, "for wisdorn begins in wonder."

And life also begins in wonder. For the very small child, everything is
a wonder, a tiny pebble, a ladybird that passes, the tinkling of a bell, the
smile of his mother. He is a kind of explorer discovering a wonderfiul world
and it is what makes hirn grow and progress and leam. But, as Sri
Aurobindo says,

t0flhen the eyes grow solemn
Laughter fades awayl



Gradually this feeling of peqperual discovery is veiled and ilowly
disappeais. The world is not something to discover anymore, it looks like
the one of adults, that is to say, it is an environment to which we are
habituated, which contains but few surprises for us. Of course, there is still
a certain curiosity, more or less intense, which looks for intelleoual
answers and is satisfied with thern. Of course, at the bottom, there remains
a thirst for the unknown, a taste for miracles, but the child, and then the
adolescent, forgets more and more about this part of his bei.,g or gives it a
marginal value.

preserve the sense of wonder is then a very iniportant question of
education.

IIow can we deline the sense of wonder, and in what way c:ln we act
as teachers so that it can remain as a lever of progress for the child?

It seems to us that the sense of wonder is what you experience when
you suddenly feel that you see something for the Iirst tirne: it was rhere
before, but it was as though a put of the lifeless background, it was greyyit
was errlpty of meaning; now, perhaps because your look has been more
intense, it starts to have a life of its own, one would say, it starts to speak to
you. It is the feeling that seizcs on you when something nrakes you sense
the invisible behind our physical worlcr. It is what you experience when
sornething in you awakens to the fact that the universe is alive, that thbre is
not one single thing that cloes not carry in itself a secret meaning. The sntall
child knows it but often he loses this sense too soon.

why? Because, nrost o[ the time, the universe is ,.explainecl" to hirn
and these explanations given to hirn, or rather, imposed upon him, are
superficial, mechanical, and fu:stead of helping him sense the presence of
the Divine behind a phenornenon, tlqy rather tend to close the door to that
perception and enrpty the'world of its real meaning. The physical world
becomes flat instead of being a world containing worlds containing worlds.

And there, the way a teacher answers the chitdren,s questions or
explains a given phenomenon is determining. I{e can, with reasoning and
logic, explain a phenomenon and close the door to any further inquiry, or,
withotrt shunning logicar demonstrations, he can make his explanation a
proposal; a starting-point for further research.

To the senses it is always true that the sun moves around the earth;
this is false to the reason. To the reason it always true that the earth
moves round the sun; this is false to the supreme vision. Neither earth
nloves nor. sun; there is only a change in the relation of sun_
consciousness and earth-consciousness.2



The miracle is everywhere in this world, from the cell to the planes,
from the atom to the galaxies, from the stone to the brain. And how best to
corurrunicate this to the child is an aspiration shared by many teachers.

There is no doubt here that to have access to good materials is extremely
important, keeping in mind that ultimately it is the teacher who has to
create his own materials and accumulate a series of luminous examples,

striking stories, extraordinary descriptions which will all tend to present to
the child a universe packed with mysterious meaning.

I still remember my impression when I was quite small and was told
that everything is "atoms' (that was the term they used in those days).

They said to me, 'You see this table? You think it's a table, that it's
solid and it's wood - well, it's only atoms moving about.' I
remember, the first time I was told that, it caused a kind of revolution
in my head, bringing a sense of the complete unreality of all

appearances. All at once I said, "But if it's like that, then nothing is

true!" I couldn't have been more than fourteen or fifteen.
His question lthe question asked by a student about the role of
sciehcesl called this to mind. I said to myself, "It opens a door onto
another reality.3

So each study could be an occasion to break the crust of appearances,

the utilisable and manageable appearances, and to plunge into an unknown
world. And it does not mean to live in a world of fanusy or imagination; on
the contrary, it means to pierce deeper into ttre world thanks to a rigorous
observation.

In fact, for education, people should alwals encourage both

tendencies side by side: the thirst for the Marvellous, the seemingly
unrealizable, for something that fills you with a sense of divinity while
at the same time encouraging, in the perception of the world as it is,

an exact, correct and sincere observation, the abolition of all

imaginings, and a most practical and meticulous feeling for exactness

in details. Both tendencies should go side by side.f :'

Examples abound of physical phenomena which, when studied with a
great exactness, yield a harvest of miracles. r$(/e would like here to present

briefly some of them, iust to make ourselves clear. It is obvious, though,
that it is not only the choice of the subject that counts, but the way the

teacher, in his presentation, can conununicate this feeling of being
confronted with, ds Sri Aurobindo says, "the magic of the Magician'.



ll obscrvations and experiences tending to shonr the unity behind the
fragmented appearances of the universe will be extremely useful. And

we cotrld well start by making the children aware of the fact that the so-
called clifference between the animate and inanirnate is not as radical as we
think.

lhe teaqher can make the child share the astonishment felt by the
great Indian scientist Bose, when he discovered that metal is not
fundamentally different from the living organisms and that the curves
showing its molecular reactions strongly resembled those of muscles. Meul,
then, does not look as "inert" as we thought before.

If we tum to the anirnal world, it should be easy to awaken the sense

of wonder in the child, showing him the perfection of the laws which rule
their behaviour. The child can understand the stupefaoion of the Austrian
zoologist H J Frith when he studied a certain turkey living in Australia. This
bird builds an earth hill to serve as incubator for his eggs. Inside, the
tenrpcrature should constantly be maintained at 33"C. For six months,
clepencling on the weather, depending on it being night or day, the bird
digs ventilation shafts; closes them; adds a layer of sand above the
incubator; increases it; diminishes it... Frith placed tlrree electric ovens
insicle this incubator-hill and switched them on and off. The bird took all
necessary nleasures to maintain the chamber at 33oC. The scientist was
trnable with his oven to change the temperature more rapidly than the bird
corrected it.

In the same way there are colours we can't see and there are sonle
anirnals that cannot see all the colours that we see, there are also sounds
that we can't perceive. For instance, if we do snorkling we will not be able
to lrear sound because our ear is made in such a way that it can hear only
those sounds that go tluough air. But a hydrophone can record the
nunterous and strange sounds of the deep seas: whistling, snoring, roaring,
sputtering, moaning etc. 'Ihus we could accumulate examples to nrake the
chilclren realise how limited is our perception of the universe.

All stories that put into light the astonishing infallibility of the so-called
uinstinct" of the animal are likely to make the children dream of a nrorld
where the uncertainties of the mental and the confusion of the viul desires
would be absent and everything would be instantly known. Among them is
the tnre and well-known story of the salmons' voyage.

fhe salmons, seven years after their bkth in a mountain strearn, and
having spent their life thereafter in the open sea, reappear at the mouth of
the same.river that saw their birth. Experiences have shown that no salmons
ever go back td the wrong river. This fact has been 'explained" by the
faculty of the salmons to recognize the odor of their native river. But this
should not dirninish our sense of wonder : is it not amaztng that the



salmons are able to smell the distinct odor of "their" river miles away in the

deep sea?

All these examples have a coffunon poht : they demonstrate, so to

say, the irreality of appearances, they make one feel the presence of an

invisible.hand. behind; they make one realize, as Bose said, "that r*'e are

blind in a world of light".

These examples are not limited to physical phenomena. They can be

taken frorn many domains of life. Suppose, for instance, that we take as a

theme of research : what is money?

What is money? what is this thing which is so omnipresent in the daily

lives of almost everybody? What is this element of life which appears so

concrete for most people on earth?

fhis old, soiled and crumpled note of 10 Rs - from where does it

come, in whose hands did it go, what good or bad did it do? This scrap of
paper with a number on it - what does it really represen8

If we go back to the ancient societies which knew trade long before

using nloney, we discover that money, as the British philosopher David

I'Iume said, "is not, properly speaking, one of the subiects of commerce; but

only the furstrument which men have agreed upon to facilitate the exchange

of one commodity for another'. An astonishing range of obiects has been

used for the purpose at different tirnes and places - feathers, pieces of
cloth, shells, cocoa beans, iron bars, silk - among thenr coins are of
particular interest only because their use has continued to the present day.

The subject of money is lull of mystery and paradox, and this is the

first one: how is it that a medium of exchange, which is only a convention

agreecl upon by man, has assumed such a concrete and heavy meaning in

our life?

il we sttrdy tfie history of nloney, we realize its progressive

clematerialization, from metal bars to gold or silver bullion, coins, gold

certificates, bank notes, cheques and credit cards, and the future "electronic

rnoney'. It has become nothing more than a transfer mechanism with no

tink to any material obiect as a guarantee of its value.

Tbday we are told that more than a thousand billion dollars are going

back ancl forth in the money markets of the world in one single day.rVhat is

this ntoney realty? It hardly exists out of conlputers; it goes mostly from

computers to conrputers... inunaterial really. One remarkable fact is that the

wtrole gigantic system is actually moved by psychology. It depends on

conficlcnce or lnistrust in this or that orrency, on hopes of making big



gains or fears of losses. So in a way, it would not be entirely wrong to
describe it as a giant psychological bubble.

Neithcr a fomr of merchandise with its own intrinsic value, nor an

attribute of stat€ power, paradoxical in nature since it appears to be the

consequence of the economic activity of which in faa it is a pre-requisite,

money can be the subject of an exploration full of surprises; which
ultirnately would lead the child to a perception different from the one he

had before .

I I o* many times, after telling a wonderful story or recounting a

flremarkable event to the children, do we hear them say, "But is this a
true story? Did it really happen like that?" They don't want to be fooled,
they will admire but not before ascertaining the faas. And this is a good

and sound basis on which we can build. This is part of the "abotition of all
funaginings" thal Mother speaks about. Each child is an enquirer, an

investigator, as Sri Aurobindo said. These qualities should be used and

developed, the critical mind should not be rebuffed, but at the same time,
the sense that the notion of the "impossible" is a relative notion, should be

encouraged. Let us recall how Sri Aurobindo himself gave with humor sonle

telling examples to a skeptical disciple who had commented that the

Supernrind was an funpossible invention, because it had never been seen

before :

\X,hat a wonderful argument! Since it has not been done, it can't be

done! At that rate, the rvhole history of the earth must have stopped

long before the protoplasm. Vhen it was a miss of gases, no life had

been borne, ergo, life could not be born - when only life was there,

mind was not born, so mind could not be born. Since mind is tlrere

but nothing beyond, as there is no Supermind manilested in anybody,

so Supernrind can never be born. Sobhanallah! Glory, Glory, Glory to
tlre hunran rea.son!5

rwe usually notice that the student, when becoming an aclolescent, has

a tendency to grow sceptical, or even sometfunes cynical. t0fle c:ln

cornfortably attribute this to the "agen, and wait till it passes. Or'we c:ln,

searching in ourselves, find the root of this apparent reiection of the

"marvellous" : does it not come from a disguised but deep pain, and is not
this pain caused by the feeling of being expelled from the marvellous, the

living world of t[e chilclhoocl, exiled from the paradise? If this is so, then

this attitude of "what-is-so-great-abotrt-it?" does not mean a rejection of the

'scemingly irrealizable", it lneans on the contrary a starving in the



adolescent for something which will lift hinr above the routine circles of
ordinariness, a starving mixed with apprehension : will he be able to lind it
in his life?

lhis call should be heard, otherwise there is a risk that the student

loses altogether the faculty of wondering and tums away more and more

from this great source of ioy, instead of keeping it alive all his life. Yet, we

shotrld all be able to say what Newton will remark in the evening of his
.existence, "[ do not linow what I nlay appear to the world but to myself I
seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore, diverting

myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than

ordinary, while the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me".

' Sri Aurobindo, Colleaed Poenr, Centenary Edition, Vol. V, p. 45.

' S.i Aurobincfo, Thoughts and Aphorisms, ibid., Vol. XVII, p. 90.
3 Mother's Agenda, 17/12/1966.
4 

Mother's Agenda, 6/3/1963.
5 Sri Arrobindo, C,orrespondence, Vol. I, p.56.


